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Abstract
We present a method to track a smartphone in VR using a fiducial marker displayed on
the screen. Using WebRTC transmission protocol, we capture input on the smartphone
touchscreen as well as the screen contents, copying them to a virtual representation in
VR. We present two Fitts’ law experiments assessing the performance of selecting targets
displayed on the virtual smartphone screen using this method. The first compares direct
vs. indirect input (i.e., virtual smartphone co-located with the physical smartphone, or
not), and reveals there is no significant difference in performance due to input
indirection. The second experiment assesses the influence of input scaling, i.e.,
decoupling the virtual cursor from the actual finger position on the smartphone screen so
as to provide a larger virtual tactile surface. Results indicate a small effect for extreme
scale factors. We discuss implications for the use of smartphones as input devices in VR.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) presents a simulated environment through technical means,
transmitted to a person through their senses: primarily vision, but also through hearing,
touch, and sometimes others. Virtual reality systems usually simulate both exposure and
reactions to the user; the user does not just see the environment, but the environment
changes as a result of the user’s actions, and conversely, the VR scene stimulates the user
to act differently.
In recent years VR hardware has become more affordable. VR head-mounted
displays (HMDs) have improved considerably and are now lighter and offer a larger field
of view. This has led to the use of VR in many areas, such as education, art, and
entertainment. For example, VR has been used in the study of human anatomy [58,81],
chemistry [18,30], computer science [67], and even remote studying [65]. Artistic
applications such as 3D modeling and painting in VR have also been widely employed
[16,17,54], with new techniques prototyped to make it more efficient and comfortable
[2]. Finally, the “killer app” for VR is still in the game industry. Studies about improved
VR tracking [33,49] and interaction techniques [41,69] are done to make the VR gaming
experience as immersive and comfortable as possible.
Software development tools for VR have improved as well. Today, popular and
powerful game engines such as Unreal Engine 1 and Unity 2 fully support VR application
development. They include support for the most popular VR HMDs, such as HTC Vive 3,

https://www.unrealengine.com/
https://unity.com/
3
https://www.vive.com/
1
2
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Oculus Rift 4, and Oculus Quest 5 as well as for the smartphone-based VR on Android and
iOS-operated smartphones. All the most popular VR headsets (except smartphone-based)
provide full 6 degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) pose tracking out of the box via special
tracking devices – VR controllers, that provide several buttons and joysticks in addition
to motion tracking capabilities. Yet, VR technology is still developing and has great
potential, which allows us to research more innovative solutions in this area as well as
possible integrations with other technologies.
Smartphones are another essential device developing quickly and are now
ubiquitous. Smartphones have acquired many new capabilities in recent years, becoming
full-fledged personal computers with high-resolution cameras and a great number of
various sensors. Due to extreme popularity and increase in demand, smartphones have
become cheaper and affordable to almost everybody. The history of smartphones and
modern VR headsets are tied together. Among the first projects in smartphone-based
head-mounted display (HMD) design started in 2011 in USC Institute for Creative
Technologies by Olson et al. [62]. They devised the FOV2GO device 6, which was the
first low-cost smartphone-based “cardboard” HMD prototype. Further evolution of the
idea led to the creation of the first versions of modern VR headsets such as the Oculus
Rift DK1 [12] and Google Cardboard 7. The advent of low-cost, low-power LCD displays
through the development of smartphones was directly applied in the development of
modern LCD-based VR head-mounted displays.

https://www.oculus.com/rift-s/
https://www.oculus.com/quest/
6
https://www.markbolas.com/blank
7
https://arvr.google.com/cardboard/
4
5

2

Smartphones now include gyroscopes that provide good rotational tracking and
accelerometers, cameras, and GPS sensors that offer the potential for positional tracking.
These features are utilized in much cheaper smartphone-based VR HMD options, such as
Google Cardboard. However, this is just one example of VR-smartphone integration;
smartphones offer potential not just as a display, but also as an interaction device in VR.
There are several studies examining the use of smartphones or wearable devices
as VR input devices [3,13,87,34,39,47,48,51,53,71,80]. To date, none was able to track
the smartphone’s position and orientation with off-the-shelf VR headsets without
attaching a bulky VR controller or tracking device to it. While affixing a VR controller to
a smartphone provides good tracking, it requires an extra VR controller or sensor, which
makes the smartphone less ergonomic. Thus, the smartphone becomes uncomfortable and
awkward to use both in VR and out of the VR session until the controller is detached
from the smartphone. While it is possible to track a smartphone with optical tracking
systems like Vicon 8, such systems are very expensive and constrained to one room.
These limitations make it impractical to track a smartphone in VR in such a fashion.
Moreover, with the exception of recent work by Bai et al. [8], none of the previous
solutions supported integrating the smartphone’s capabilities in VR, as though it were
normal smartphone usage.
Despite great progress in education and training, VR is still mostly used for
gaming. And if players need to answer a phone call or chat message, they have to put off
the VR headset, use the smartphone, and put the HMD back again, which reduces
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immersion and presence. Hence, it’s the main reason why we need a smartphone in VR
integration.
Meanwhile, the rich feature set provided by modern smartphones fits VR well. A
smartphone’s gyroscope can monitor the device’s orientation with reasonable precision,
which allows the smartphone to act like a 3DOF VR controller [47]. Smartphone
touchscreens provide tactile feedback to the user, which is known to improve
performance and presence [29]. The touchscreen can be used as a highly precise
interaction surface for object manipulation and system control operations in VR. The
previously mentioned features may be benefitted to provide default smartphone
functionality to VR such as phone calls, messaging, photography, etc.
In this research, we propose a technique to support 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
tracking of a smartphone in VR, without any additional sensors attached to the
smartphone. Our method also presents a virtual replica of the smartphone in the virtual
environment and copies the smartphone screen content to the virtual replica. This gives
the user the ability to interact with the smartphone in VR in a fashion similar to how they
would in reality.
Incorporating real objects into immersive VR, in general, requires addressing three
challenges. First, one must implement 6 DOF tracking to detect the object pose. Second,
one must somehow visualize the object in VR, including the object’s possible visual
changes in runtime. Third, one must provide a method to interact with the object in VR.
In the case of smartphone-VR integration, we further specify the challenges:
1. Position and rotation tracking of the smartphone.
2. Smartphone screen translation and visualization in the HMD.
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3. Efficient and comfortable smartphone usage in VR.
We briefly discuss each of these challenges. Note that although we have a technical
solution to each challenge that we employ in our prototype (see Chapter 3), this research
is primarily focused on the third challenge. To this end, we present a performance
evaluation of our method.
1.1

Position and rotation tracking of the smartphone

Most currently popular VR HMDs use infrared light with special trackers to track the
controllers and the display itself (e.g., as the user walks around a room) [4]. Recent VR
devices such as the Oculus Quest are capable of tracking the user’s hands without any
additional devices, using 4 monochrome cameras, positioned on the corners of and facing
outward from the HMD [37]. While this is a promising feature, currently the tracking
works poorly when you put your hands close to each other or hide individual fingers from
the camera view for a long time. While holding a smartphone, only the thumb is tracked
mostly correctly. Additional study is needed to determine if the Oculus Quest’s finger
tracking quality is good enough to show the finger model and detect finger input during
smartphone usage in VR.
Fiducial markers provide a possible option to track a smartphone in VR. Although
they weren’t used to track a smartphone, fiducial markers have been employed by many
researchers previously for various tracking purposes [9,42,52]. A fiducial marker is a tag
placed in the field of view of an imaging system for use as a point of reference or a
measure. Usually, in computer vision, it is a 2D black and white image with the matrix on
it (see Figure 1). Fiducial markers can be tracked using only a single camera, and there
are many established approaches and libraries for tracking them. They also provide full
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6DOF tracking of objects they are attached to without (typically) adding any additional
weight. They are thus an attractive tracking method for 6 DOF tracking of the
smartphone in VR. Moreover, the smartphone can provide the fiducial marker itself, by
displaying it on a part of the smartphone screen, requiring no extra effort on the part of
the user (e.g., printing/affixing a marker). Although our study used smartphone-based VR
Google Cardboard with the outward-facing smartphone camera for tracking, our tracking
approach could be employed in any camera-based VR HMD.

Figure 1: Fiducial marker example.

1.2

Smartphone screen translation and visualization in VR headset

The key issue in providing good real-time screen translation from the smartphone to the
virtual smartphone is ensuring the lowest possible latency. Users interact with
smartphone touchscreens quickly; it is essential to show them screen updates on the VR
smartphone as fast as possible, as latency has a noted impact on user performance in VR
systems [21,77]. The lowest-latency option to transmit imagery from the smartphone to
the virtual smartphone would be to use the smartphone’s USB cable. However, the screen
translation should be cable-free to provide the most comfortable and ergonomic
smartphone usage in VR. Thus, we instead live stream the smartphone screen over a WiFi network. Previous research used the TCP protocol to send screenshots from a
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smartphone to a VR headset for visualization [3]. To reduce the latency further, we
decided to use the relatively novel WebRTC protocol for screen streaming.
1.3

Efficient and comfortable smartphone usage in VR

We focused on evaluating various options to interact with a smartphone in VR. Users
predominantly interact with a smartphone via its touchscreen, which provides both input
and output functions. It is thus essential to find the best way to support both input and
output on the device.
The obvious solution to facilitate smartphone output in VR is to translate the
screen to a plane in the virtual environment in real-time. However, although VR systems
often closely emulate reality, VR does not necessarily have to follow the same physical
laws and rules as those of the real world. Therefore, while we can simulate the real world
in VR, we can also enhance and make things easier and more comfortable by bending
physical laws.
For example, there are different attributes we can adjust to improve smartphone
usability in VR. For example, a virtual smartphone allows us to modify the screen plane
size, position, and orientation in the virtual environment, or use any other transformations
of the screen feed or the plane the screen image is projected onto. It is also possible to
adjust the (virtual) screen resolution; it would be natural but not required to maintain the
resolution as close to the real smartphone as possible, while having latency small enough
to be almost unnoticeable by the user. For the screen plane size, it probably should be at
least the size of the smartphone screen in the real world or bigger for comfortable usage.
The virtual screen can be enlarged without lowering image quality as long as its rendered
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size (width and height in pixels on VR HMD screen) is lower or equal to the dimensions
of the shared screen feed.
For the position and orientation of the virtual smartphone screen, two possible
solutions may be appropriate. The first is to simply copy the physical state of the tracked
smartphone, i.e., use a 1:1 mapping from the physical smartphone’s pose to the virtual
smartphone. This simulates a quite realistic smartphone usage experience and allows the
virtual smartphone to effectively be co-located with the virtual smartphone, but requires a
high-quality tracking system and low translation latency. The benefit of this variant is
that it is natural and obvious for people to use. Also, it does not occlude much space in
the virtual environment. However, there are also disadvantages to this approach. First, the
resolution of all modern HMDs is much lower than the “resolution” of a human eye in the
real world. Based on the data from Pirenne et. al. [66] and simple calculations, if we
assume the HMD screen is 7cm in height and 7cm away from the eye, we would need
around 10.5k pixels of vertical resolution to match the eye resolution with only around
53° of vertical Field of View (FOV). As a result, the presented resolution of the virtual
smartphone screen in VR is certain to be much lower than that of a real smartphone
screen when held at the same distance as is comfortable in the real world. Users thus will
put the device closer to the eyes or lower their heads to get a better view, which may lead
to physical fatigue. Second, fiducial marker-based tracking systems are not as good as
infrared light-based ones. Thus, tracking the smartphone this way may yield lag or noise,
which will impact the sense of presence and make it harder to look at the virtual screen.
An alternative solution is to display the virtual smartphone screen plane in front
of the user, rather than co-located with the physical smartphone, while still tracking and
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showing the phone model according to its real-world position. This eliminates the
disadvantages of co-location but may be less natural to users because of the screen and
phone model separation. There is a long history of studies on co-located vs. disjoint
interactions in VR [5,35,61,73,76,82].
These two solutions are examples of direct and indirect input. Indirect and direct
input refers to how data or commands are entered into a system. Indirect devices require a
mental translation between the human body and the machine. For example, moving a
mouse forward moves a cursor upward on a screen. Direct devices have no intermediary;
the movement of the body equals the input to the machine. Examples of direct devices are
touch screens, light pens, and voice recognition systems.
We called the first solution Direct because it fully simulates a touchscreen of a
smartphone in VR, which is a direct input device. We called the second solution Indirect
accordingly, in this case, we use a smartphone more as a touchpad and have a separate
screen similar to the monitor. Such a case is similar to the usage of a laptop trackpad but
uses the thumb for the input.
Several previous studies have compared Direct to Indirect input conditions
[27,28,40,59,74,76]. However, the results of these studies vary, depending on the input
device and tasks. Therefore, it is reasonable to conduct a comparative study with these
specific conditions, when both touchscreen and touchpad are simulated in VR.
Another technique that could make one-handed smartphone usage in VR more
efficient and comfortable is input redirection. The touchscreen size of modern
smartphones can be 5 inches in diagonal and more, which means the thumb zone covers
only around half of the touchscreen [10]. Therefore, warping of the touchscreen surface
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and redirection of the virtual fingers may be beneficial for one-hand smartphone usage in
VR. Because of the “cardboard” HMD limitation, this study is focused on touchscreen
surface warping. While other techniques were proposed for thumb zone extension [84],
surface warping was previously applied in VR using a tablet and a stylus with promising
results [22]. Moreover, surface warping may be applied not only to reach all over the
screen with a thumb but also to implement VR interaction techniques when using the
smartphone as a VR controller.
1.4

Contributions

There have been relatively few studies on touch input using smartphones in VR. Only a
few studies have used a smartphone as an input method in VR. There are currently
virtually no mobile apps that allow using the smartphone from VR. Consider that
currently using VR with a smartphone for virtually any task, such as simply answering a
call, requires context switching and removing the head-mounted display (HMD). This
causes the user to disengage from the VR task and increases the probability of
cybersickness.
This thesis presents studies on the effectiveness of different approaches to
interaction with a smartphone in VR. The current research investigates the use of a
secondary smartphone as a tactile tablet-like surface used in combination with a
cardboard HMD, to investigate interaction possibilities and performance capabilities
offered. This research benefits VR HMD developers and users of VR systems and
applications, providing insight into how to implement novel interactions in the VR
HMDs. The research also benefits VR researchers because it provides information about
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using smartphones in VR with input/output as well as scaled tactile surfaces performance
influence.
Another contribution is the investigation of the input device for the smartphonebased VR displays. Current “cardboard” VR displays (e.g., Google Cardboard) are cheap
and easily accessible, requiring only a smartphone to provide an immersive virtual reality
experience. They are thus promising as a hardware platform for the widespread
deployment of VR applications such as education (e.g., remote learning in VR), training
(e.g., surgical simulation), and entertainment. However, they offer limited interaction
capabilities due to the absence of a separate “wand-like” input device provided with more
full-featured devices like the Oculus Rift. While the proposed system with smartphonebased HMD may be employed only with the two smartphones available, it still has
potential due to the vast popularity of smartphones. Finally, due to the ongoing COVID19 pandemic, the study itself was conducted in a completely remote way (i.e., no physical
interaction with participants). This thus adds to a growing body of literature investigating
the possibilities of conducting similar remote studies in the future and gather feedback to
improve such a method.
1.5

Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents a short review of previous researches on smartphone usage in VR as
well as the use of tactile surfaces and input redirection. We also briefly explain the
evaluation techniques we used, following the methods employed in previous studies.
Chapter 3 contains a description and justification of used software and hardware
solutions. Chapter 4 is about the users’ selection performance with different smartphone
screen positioning using the proposed prototype. Chapter 5 describes the effects of the
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surface scaling technique on selection performance. Finally, Chapter 6 provides
discussions on our insights and findings, the limitations of the proposed technique and
prototype, and future work.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
In this chapter, we examine previous studies which included smartphone usage in VR
including the studies that inspired this work.
We cover previous work on several aspects of virtual interaction, input
redirection, and interaction with physical devices in VR. Thus, we first establish some
terminology. VR interaction consists of the following tasks: Selection, which involves
pointing to virtual objects using an input device and activating the selection trigger.
Manipulation involves changing a virtual object’s position or orientation using an input
device and may include grabbing, throwing, etc. Navigation involves changing the virtual
camera position (i.e., usually the user’s virtual character or avatar) using an input device,
and may include walking around, riding a vehicle, teleportation, etc. Redirection
illusions, a primary topic of this thesis, involve virtual redirection of the user’s virtual
hands/controllers or warping of the virtual environment to map many virtual objects to
one physical object. An example of the redirection illusion may be hand location
redirection: the position of the user's real hand differs from the virtual model hand
position in VR. It could be used to gradually change the virtual hand movement and
eventually it will grab multiple virtual objects one after another in VR, while the user
grabs the same physical object in reality.
Table 1 summarizes key studies on redirected input and smartphone usage in VR.
To summarize, despite the great availability and prevalence of smartphones and the wellknown advantages of planar surfaces in VR, very few studies have studied the
incorporation of mobile devices in VR. Moreover, few studies have used warping
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techniques with planar input devices, especially with finger input. My present thesis and
proposed prototype aim to fill this gap.
1st Author,
Redirection
Description
Year
Method
Feuchtner,
2018
[25]

A gradual shift of
the user’s virtual
hand to reduce the
physical strain

Non-linear
gradual offset

Evaluation
Method

Relation to the
research

Pursuit tracking
task

Input redirection,
benefits of Indirect
input

Main Findings

Notes

A vertical shift of virtual Vertical shift decreases
hand reduced fatigue and performance by 4% and
mostly maintained body
gradual shifts are
ownership
preferable

Experts review and
user study with
Mobile Menus were
The experts saw great
Evaluation of
Usage and evaluation
operated faster, but
potential in the use of
Gebhardt, 2014
tasks using Mobile
smartphone-based No redirection
of input using
Extended Pie Menus was smartphone-based menu
[34]
Menus VS
smartphone in VR
menu system in VR
more favored
Extended Pie
systems
Menus
System for mobile
Example of
Emulation by sending
apps testing in VR
Quality evaluation implementation of
Development and
screenshots of the real
Amano, 2018
with navigation and No redirection of Access Points
smartphone-based
evaluation of the testbed smartphone attached to
[3]
Wi-Fi networks
selection strategies input-output control
system.
the hand controller to
simulation
in VR
the VR app
Forlines, 2007
[27]

Direct-touch vs.
mouse input for
tabletop displays

Evaluating tactile
Forlines, 2008 feedback and direct
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Table 1: Summary of Studies and their findings on redirected input and smartphone usage in VR.

2.1

Smartphone usage in VR

As outlined above, we can take advantage of modern smartphone features in VR. This
may be especially beneficial for budget smartphone-based HMDs, which do not include
any real 3D controllers. For more expensive HMDs like the Oculus Rift, Oculus Quest,
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and HTC Vive it would be convenient to be able to use a smartphone (e.g., to answer
calls or messages) without the need to remove the headset. This would likely improve
immersion and presence as well. Finally, VR interaction using a planar surface (such as a
touchscreen) as an input device may be beneficial for selection and manipulation
efficiency in some cases [43,47,51].
Amano et al. [3] used VR as a testbed for smartphone applications. Specifically,
they tested that Wi-Fi hotspots can provide a continuous Internet connection while the
user is moving in the city. A navigation map was shown on the smartphone screen so the
user can better understand the current location on a virtual street. The authors
hypothesized that testing in VR is sometimes more cost-effective than conducting tests in
the physical world. Their system builds the real-world environment in 3D space and real
networks in VR using the existing 3D city models and Wi-Fi database. Moreover, they
cast the user’s smartphone screen in VR in real-time and attached an HTC Vive controller
to the smartphone, to be able to track it in 6DOF. The system was capturing the screen of
the smartphone and streamed it to a PC via USB. The PC then captured the received
screen and forwards it to the browser inside the VR application. Such tracking and
casting methods have disadvantages described previously in the Introduction section.
Hence, the authors reported 695.5ms and 729.0ms of the average and maximum delay
time respectively, which is around three times larger than we achieved using WebRTC
protocol. Thus, such a system can be used to test only for a system with little or no
touchscreen input and rapidly changed output. While this may be sufficient for the
navigational maps in the presented research, such latency levels can hardly be appropriate
for highly interactive apps.
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Another option to operate a physical smartphone in VR was implemented by Bai
et al. [8]. In their system, the authors attached a VR controller to the phone’s header (with
the handle attached to the back of the phone and the tracking circle above it) for pose
tracking and attached a depth camera to the VR headset’s front panel for capturing hand
gestures. The system showed the user’s hand in VR with partial transparency to avoid
occluding objects in the virtual environment. The smartphone’s display was mirrored in
real-time in VR as well. While the authors did not specify how they mirrored the screen
in VR, they reported using a private network connection with a 170 ms average delay.
The authors conducted two user studies. In the first study, participants performed
common smartphone tasks in both VR and reality: video calls, instant messaging, social
networking, media consumption, and photography. User preference questionnaires results
were significantly better for reality. Of the VR conditions, calling and photography had
the highest subjective preference scores while typing instant messages had the lowest.
This result was likely due to imprecision and lag when typing on a virtual smartphone
keyboard in VR. In the second study, they compared text entry of characters and words in
reality and VR, with different virtual hand conditions and varying degrees of the virtual
hand model transparency. While the reality condition was again significantly better, there
were no significant differences in accuracy and speed in other conditions. Overall, the
utilization of a depth camera for hand tracking is a promising technique for such a task. It
will be possible to use a similar approach with smartphone-based cardboard VR should
smartphones be equipped with depth cameras in the future.
Other studies used a smartphone in VR as an input device only. Gebhardt et al.
[34] used a smartphone as a menu system input in a VR application presented in a VR
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CAVE, thus did not have to implement tracking and screencasting. The smartphone
contained only a menu to interact with, and, as the CAVE did not have an HMD, the
users were selecting menu items on the real smartphone. The implemented system used
WebSocket protocol to exchange messages between a VR application and a smartphone.
The authors performed an expert review first and then conducted a study to test user
acceptance of the menu system. The experts tested the menu system in two different
roles: a presenter who gave a VR presentation to a visitor of the presentation. The menu
had a different set of menu commands for each role and sets of tasks to perform. The
experts filled out concluding questionnaires after the study. Novice users also went
through the same procedure. While experts appreciated the system, user acceptance was
lower than expected. Menzner et al. [60] compared an above surface interaction
technique with traditional 2D on-surface input for map navigation in VR. The system
used a smartphone as a surface and tracked both smartphone and user’s fingers with an
OptiTrack optical tracking system. Results showed that the interaction above the surface
offered significantly better performance and user preference compared to pinch-to-zoom
and drag-to-pan in planar information spaces navigation. However, the smartphone and
finger tracking used in this study are impossible to implement without an external
tracking system and physical markers.
Overall, while there are past studies both on default smartphone features
integration in VR and using smartphones as a tool to improve VR experience, no
commonly accepted technique has been established yet. Due to variety of the smartphone
in VR usage in the reviewed research, results are difficult to compare.
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2.2

Direct and Indirect input

Input controllers sense a given property and convert it into data that are transmitted to the
host computer for processing. For pointing devices, the most common properties sensed
are position, displacement, and force [57]. Examples of position control devices include
graphics tablets and touchscreens. Displacement-sensing devices include computer
mouse and laptop touchpad. The best example of force-sensing devices is the analog
joysticks on some game controllers. Input devices also differ in an order of control, i.e.,
how the input is mapped to software. They can control cursor position (mouse, laptop
touchpad) or velocity (joysticks). Previous work [86] determined that position control is
best applied with a position-sensing device and velocity control is best applied with a
force-sensing device. Finally, control-display relationships can be divided into natural
and learned. Natural mappings do not have a spatial transformation between the control
motion and the display response, i.e., the mapping is 1:1. While a natural relationship is
not necessarily more efficient, it is easier to understand, especially for users from
different cultures, which is a benefit. We call such input direct, and the device which
employs it – direct input device. Consequently, we call input indirect if a spatial
transformation does take place. A touchscreen is example of direct input device (e.g., the
input triggers where your finger located). In contrast, a mouse is an example of an
indirect one (i.e., mouse movement on a horizontal plane is transposed onto a vertical
plane of the screen, requiring a spatial rotation and scaling).
Smartphone touchscreens usually employ position sensing mapped to position
control. While it is possible to implement displacement control (a prototype with such
control was used to increase the thumb zone [84]), it is less natural. All techniques used
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in our studies employ position-sensing input with position-control mappings, the same as
a default smartphone’s touchscreen input. However, due to presenting the smartphone in
VR and space warping, they are much less natural than using the smartphone in the real
world. However, we are more interested if the co-location of the real touchscreen and
virtual smartphone screen position (i.e., direct condition) is necessary: does this colocation make the input more efficient than when input and output interfaces are
dislocated (indirect condition)?
Psychologists have long studied decoupling of input and action, via the optical
displacement of physical objects using prisms. Prism adaptation is a sensory-motor
adaptation that occurs after the visual field has been artificially shifted laterally or
vertically. It was first introduced by Hermann von Helmholtz in late 19th-century
Germany as supportive evidence for his perceptual learning theory [64]. Studies have
shown that humans quickly adapt to these sensory-motor transformations, to the point of
having to adapt back to normal after the displacement ends [6,24,50,83]. Prism adaptation
has been researched in detail with VR headsets instead of prism lenses [1,11,20,31,32].
Experiments results suggest that even in VR, people adapt to virtual versus real body and
objects mismatches, one of which is the indirect condition.
Studies comparing direct and indirect input devices have yielded sometimes
conflicting results in different usage scenarios. Forlines et al. [27] conducted an
experiment to investigate the differences between direct-touch input and mouse input on
tabletop displays. They found that users benefit from direct-touch input on bimanual
tasks. However, results also showed that mouse input might be more appropriate for
single-point interaction. Forlines et al. [28] conducted another study in pointing and
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crossing (move cursor over vertical bars) selection tasks using stylus input with direct
and indirect conditions. In the direct condition, stylus input and display were co-incident
(touchscreen). In the indirect one, stylus input (trackpad) and display (monitor) were
separated (cursor was displayed on a monitor, controlled by stylus input in trackpad,
similar to the mouse). They compared direct and indirect options for both tasks and found
that while direct input was significantly more efficient in crossing selection, the result
was equivalent in point selection. Other research indicated that older adults were more
influenced by the input device choice [59].
Sun et al. [74] compared two 6DOF input devices with two 2DOF ones in an
immersive virtual environment (CAVE system). The 2DOF devices were touch-based
with a display screen (Direct) and without it (Indirect). They found touch input is
comparable with 6DOF devices for visually demanding tasks. However, they did not find
any significant difference between the direct and indirect conditions.
Teather et al. [76] used a tracked stylus to compare direct and indirect conditions
in fish-tank virtual reality, a small-scale VR system using a stereo 3D monitor.
Participants performed 3D object selection tasks. The researchers found no significant
differences between the conditions in general. However, the results indicated some
benefit in the direct condition in object movement in specific directions. Finally, Imamov
et al. [40] examined and compared the different world-locked positions of an information
display in VR. They found that context switching time increases if the information was
displayed far from the task position. Participants found more preferable content that was
placed at eye level or below, and that was positioned at medium distances.
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Using a smartphone in VR provides a haptic interface for the user to interact with
objects in a virtual environment. Introducing mismatches between the physical and
virtual screen plane positions and employing surface warping are examples of input
redirection. We further focus on other types of input redirection, which include
redirection of virtual body parts or haptic objects (haptic retargeting) in VR. Haptic
retargeting in VR can be implemented either by body warping or world warping or their
combination. The idea of body warping is to offset the rendering of a virtual limb
(typically the virtual hand) from the tracked physical position of the real limb. This
modifies the mapping between the real and virtual worlds. World warping techniques,
such as the approach of Azmandian et al. [7], rotate the immersive virtual environment to
align real and virtual objects [85]. Redirected input is often combined with haptic
retargeting. Azmandian et al. [7] conducted a study, where participants built a virtual
castle by arranging and stacking multiple virtual cubes mapped to a single physical cube.
Haptic retargeting was applied to redirect the user’s hand to repeatedly grasp the same
block. This creates the illusion of multiple tangible cubes in the VR environment, despite
only a single physical cube being used. They found that the highest presence and
satisfaction scores were achieved with the combination of body and world warping.
Han et al. [36] compared two remapped reaching techniques: static translational
offset between the virtual and physical hand before a reaching action and one that
dynamically interpolates the position of the virtual hand during a reaching motion. While
the static offset simply makes the virtual hand appear to be a constant distance from the
real hand position, the dynamic offset gradually moves the virtual hand toward the
selection target. The dynamic offset employed in the study is similar to the popular Go-
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Go interaction technique proposed by Poupyrev et al. [68]. The results showed that the
static translational shift performed better than the dynamic one and was more robust for
situations with larger mismatches between virtual and physical objects.
Cheng et al. [19] implemented a system that predicts a user’s hand movements
based on their eye gaze. Their goal was to mitigate the primary limitation of haptic
retargeting: to apply retargeting to the desired object, one must know which target the
user will reach for in advance. The system was able to predict touch intentions with
97.5% accuracy. Results showed that the maximum angle acceptable for retargeting a
user’s hand is 40°. Feuchtner et al. [25] proposed an interaction technique called
Ownershift to reduce the physical strain of overhead interactions. An interaction with a
virtual object begins with 1:1 mapping. If the interaction is prolonged, the virtual hand
space is shifted gradually, guiding the user’s real hand into a more comfortable position.
Thus, the user can continue to interact with an overhead object with reduced strain. The
authors evaluated the technique and found that it significantly reduces the physical strain,
while only slightly reducing the sense of body ownership of the virtual hand and task
performance.
Overall, the results of studies on decoupling control and display spaces in VR
suggest little difference between direct and indirect conditions, consistent with the prism
adaptation research [1,11,20,31,32] mentioned earlier. In the two studies by Forlines et al.
[27,28] that did find the significant difference, it was most probably not due to the screen
dislocation. The first paper [27] found significant benefit from direct touch in bimanual
tasks compare to the mouse input, which is reasonable since the mouse is designed for
one-hand usage. In the second paper [28], a significant result was found in the crossing
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task because the stylus was coming out of the trackpad tracking range. The authors
evaluated discrete and continuous types of stylus contact and the main influence on the
differences between the direct and indirect conditions had a discrete type. This seems to
be because the discrete type required users to lift the stylus from the trackpad, which
eventually leads to situations where the stylus leaves the tracking zone. To our
knowledge, no input redirection techniques have been applied to smartphone input in VR,
which makes it an open area for research. Since there is some inconsistency in the results
of previous research on redirected input in VR, it is unclear how redirected input on
smartphones in VR will work. We thus argue that our study will be useful both for future
research in this area as well as commercial VR solutions.
2.3

Effects of Scale on Selection Performance

The type of input redirection we employ in our study is surface scaling: making a virtual
surface appear physically larger than the corresponding physical surface [22]. The idea of
surface scaling is very similar to well-known Control-Display gain (CD gain). CD gain
describes the proportion between movements in the control space to the movements in
the display space. Modern OSes change CD gain based on the current mouse speed.
When mouse speed is fast, the CD gain goes up to cover long-range movement faster and
when mouse speed is slow CD gain goes down to improve selection precision [15]. The
same is true for trackpads. However, CD gain is usually not applied on devices with a
touchscreen, like smartphones and tablets since all input already has 1-to-1 mapping.
Using rate-control mapping on a smartphone will create an inconsistency between finger
position and real input point, which will make the input less natural and harder for users
to adapt to. Moreover, the user’s hand and fingers may sometimes block the real input
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position point (cursor), which may decrease the comfort of usage and efficiency. Both
such limitations are not a problem in VR. Adjusting the rendering of the virtual
hand/finger (if needed) and warping a planar surface can mitigate both limitations, while
virtual hand/finger transparency or disabling hand rendering will fully fix the occlusion
problem. Finally, CD gain can be applied in VR to effectively increase the size of an
interaction surface – which is potentially useful, since you can have a small tactile
surface (e.g., smartphone, smart-watch) behave like a larger virtual surface. Among
various possible applications, such CD gain (or surface warping) can be crucial for the
one-hand smartphone input to increase the thumb-zone without drastically decreasing
efficiency.
There are several studies performed with a warped input surfaces in VR. Kohli et
al. [45] implemented a virtual board that was oriented differently than the real board
providing passive haptic feedback. The authors compared the one-to-one condition with
the real board at various angles. The authors used the standard Fitts’-law reciprocal
tapping task [26,75] on the board positioned in front of the user on a table on arm level.
Participants tapped targets using their right index finger tracked by a PhaseSpace optical
motion capture system. Statistical results indicated that selecting warped targets was no
worse than selection without scaling (1-to-1). However, results also showed a significant
difference in movement time and authors were unsure about if a 1bps indifference zone is
acceptable. In their next study [46] the authors evaluated training and adaptation in a real
versus virtual environment. They divided the experiment into Pretest, Training, and
Posttest phases and measured the efficiency difference between Training and Posttest
phases. The authors have done it both with the touchscreen without VR and using HMD
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with unwarped and warped (18°-degree rotated touchscreen) conditions. Results indicated
that virtual training was less effective than real-world training, but after adaptation,
participants trained no worse in a warped virtual space than in an unwarped one.
Didehkhorshid et al. [22] proposed a surface warping technique called warped
virtual surfaces (WVS). With WVS, the position of a cursor is determined by the physical
input position relative to the center of the screen multiplied (both X and Y coordinates)
by a scale factor. We employ this technique in the current study and thus describe it in
greater detail in section 3.4. The authors used a stylus with a tracked drawing tablet in
VR for input and performed a Fitts’ law selection task to evaluate performance with
different scale factors (from 1-to-1 mapping to 2.4 scale factor). The study revealed that,
while movement time was significantly different, the performance in terms of throughput
and error rate was no worse than a 1-to-1 mapping. The results are similar to what Kohli
et al. [45] found, which is the reason to suspect that scaling does not impact performance
very much, at least for the small-scale factors. Such results are evidence of the
applicability of the WVS technique in VR applications. One of the goals of our study is
to verify if the WVS technique would show the same results with a more widespread
finger input with a smartphone.
2.4

Fitts’ Law

Since we employ Fitts’ law selection task in our study, it is briefly described here. Fitts’
law predicts target selection time as a function of target size and distance [63]. The model
relies on these equations:
𝑨𝑨
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Equation 3 𝑨𝑨𝒆𝒆 =
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𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏 𝑨𝑨𝒊𝒊
𝑵𝑵

Equation 4 𝑾𝑾𝒆𝒆 = 𝟒𝟒. 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 ∙ 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝒙𝒙

In Equation 1 MT is movement time, and a and b are empirically calculated via
linear regression. The ID is the index of difficulty (the overall selection difficulty), based
on the amplitude A – the distance the cursor travels to select the target, and W, the target
width (i.e., target size). As can be seen, we may increase the index of difficulty by
increasing the amplitude and/or decreasing the width of the target.
Equation 2 presents throughput TP, which combines speed and accuracy and is
unaffected by the speed-accuracy trade-off commonly seen in such tasks [55]. 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒 is the

effective index of difficulty and gives difficulty of the task users actually performed,
rather than that they were presented with. It is thus widely used and recommended by the

ISO 9241-9 standard as a primary metric for pointing device comparison. In contrast,
metrics like selection time or error rate are less reliable and inconsistent between studies,
as they will vary with individual participant biases towards speed or accuracy.
Throughput has been shown to be more stable in both 2D and 3D selection studies
[14,72,78,79].
Equation 3 presents effective amplitude, 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 , the mean movement distance

between targets for a particular condition. Finally, in Equation 4 we have a standard

deviation of selection endpoints projected onto the vector between the two targets – 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 .

It incorporates the variability in selection coordinates and is multiplied by 4.133 to get

effective width 𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒 . This effectively resizes targets post-experimentally, such that 96% of

selections hit the target. This process normalizes the experimental error rate to 4%. This
accuracy adjustment facilitates the comparison of throughput scores between studies with
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varying error rates by first normalizing accuracy [56]. Figure 2 illustrates the selection
task. Users must select the highlighted target repeatedly; the target moves as indicated by
the arrows showing the target location for the next selection trial.

Figure 2: Fitts' law task, arrows indicate where the target would move after each selection.

2.5

Equivalence testing

Finally, we discuss equivalence statistical testing, which we employ in our analysis of the
first study. Equivalence testing is a type of statistical equivalence test that shows if
conditions are statistically equivalent. In contrast, more commonly used null-hypothesis
statistical tests (NHST) can only reveal differences between conditions (i.e., they cannot
indicate if two conditions are statistically “the same”). If the efficiency of the conditions
is equivalent, we may consider using the condition, which is easier to implement or has
other advantages. That’s why we employ equivalence testing in addition to NHST.
Equivalence testing requires defining an indifference zone, i.e., the maximum allowed
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difference between two conditions to be considered equivalent based on the context of
the study [70]. A two one-sided t-test (TOST) is used to make this determination.
After defining the indifference zone, one must analyze the mean difference
between the conditions and the 2-tailed 90% confidence interval (which is equivalent to
two one-tailed 95% intervals in opposite directions) of that difference. Finally, we check
if the mean difference score and the 2-tailed 90% confidence interval fall within the
extents of the indifference zone. If so, then the two conditions are deemed to be
equivalent [70]. Although this form of analysis is rare in HCI, it has been used before in
the context of VR Fitts’ law experiments [44].
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Chapter 3: Software and Hardware Prototype Description
In this chapter, we describe the software and hardware we used for the prototype and user
studies. We also explain the rationale for choosing specific system components.
3.1

Hardware

While the proposed method for presenting a smartphone in VR could be implemented
using almost any HMD, we decided to first experiment with Cardboard VR 9. Cardboard,
first popularized by Google, is a small cardboard HMD that requires the user to insert
their smartphone. The smartphone acts as a display, and its sensors support head rotation
detection. There are two reasons for using this HMD in our study.
The main reason why we conducted the user studies with Cardboard VR is the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Our studies were conducted when social distancing was a
priority. Fully remote studies were much easier and safer to conduct to ensure the
complete safety of the participants and experimenter. Using a Cardboard VR headset with
the participants’ smartphone was a good option to conduct the study in such a manner,
avoiding the necessity to send, recover, and sanitize expensive VR equipment (e.g.,
Oculus Quest/Rift HMDs, supporting PC, etc.). The Cardboard HMD is relatively cheap,
which allowed us to send it to participants both as a tool for the study, but also as a
reward for participation in the study; participants kept the Cardboard that was sent to
them upon completing the study.
There are other reasons why smartphone-based VR HMD is an acceptable choice
for our study. Cardboard VR is the cheapest and therefore most accessible VR headset
today. Such devices have lower resolution and usually do not provide or support any

9

https://developers.google.com/cardboard
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additional controllers, unlike more expensive dedicated head-mounted displays like the
Oculus Rift. This generally leads to a worse VR experience compared to the more
expensive products; the user is limited to very simple interaction capabilities (e.g.,
looking around an environment, no hand-based interaction, limited navigation). As a
result, any interaction technique that can be used with Cardboard VR to improve
interaction possibilities without significantly increasing the cost (provided the user has a
second smartphone) would yield a marked improvement to the usability of such devices.
Moreover, because of their low cost and accessibility, such devices are well-positioned to
become predominant head-mounted displays in the future, should they offer interaction
possibilities comparable to conventional head-mounted displays. Photos of the Cardboard
HMD we use are seen in Figure 3.
Finally, the proposed system needs 2 smartphones to operate. One of them has to
be put in the Cardboard HMD. The smartphone acts as HMD and tracks the second
smartphone with the camera at the same time. We called the first device Smartphone for
VR view (SVR). The second smartphone is needed for user input and is called
Smartphone for Hand Input (SHI). SHI has an app to provide participants with selection
tasks and record their performance data, and another app to transmit the screen feed to
SVR via Wi-Fi. SHI also has a fiducial marker displayed on the upper part of the screen
for tracking purposes.
The main limitation of the hardware solution of the prototype is that not everyone
has 2 Android smartphones, some people sell or giveaway their old smartphones and a lot
of people use iPhones. However, the prototype can still be employed if users can borrow
the second smartphone from people they live with.
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Since the study was conducted fully remotely, participants used their own
smartphones. That is the reason why participants used different smartphones. Full lists of
smartphones employed in both studies can be found in sections 4.3 and 5.3.

Figure 3: Smartphone-based VR HMD used in both user studies – VR Shinecon Box 3D model
DV626-9686f from different angles.

3.2

Software

We decided to use the Unity game engine and Android Studio IDE for the prototype
development, as they are free for personal usage and are standard development tools for
VR and Android applications [3,22,39,60,88]. The prototype supports Android OS only
for the purpose of installation simplicity. The system consists of three applications:
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1. VRPhone: This app runs on the SVR. This presents the virtual environment seen
by the user during the experiment, with the translated screen of the second
smartphone in it.
2. FittsStudy: This app ran on the SHI. It contains a study configuration setup,
presents the targets to be selected by the user, and gathers data logs about the
selection performance.
3. RTC app: This app is also on the SHI device. This translated the smartphone
screen from the SHI device to the SVR application (presenting the copy of the
screen on the virtual smartphone) via a local Wi-Fi network.
All project source code and assets are available on GitHub 10. Detailed information about
each application follows.
3.2.1

VRPhone application

We used the Unity game engine for the VRPhone development. The application provides
four main features:
1. Presenting a virtual environment in “cardboard” mode, using split-screen for the
stereo rendering of the eyes and smartphone sensors to rotate the camera.
2. 6DOF tracking of the SHI device in real-time (via fiducial marker displayed on
the SHI screen) and showing corresponding virtual models with the same position
and rotation. The fiducial marker is seen in Figures Figure 4 and Figure 5 on the
top half of the virtual smartphone.
3. Scanning a QR-code displayed on the SHI device provided by the RTC
application to establish a WebRTC connection between the two devices.

10

https://github.com/Staskkk/VRPhone
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4. Receiving the SHI device screen feed and other parameters and showing a virtual
screen on top of the virtual model or in front of the user depending on the task
condition.
In Figure 4 and Figure 5 you can see the screenshots of the app during the study.

Figure 4: VRPhone application screenshot during the selection task study in Direct mode.

Figure 5: VRPhone application screenshot during the selection task study in Indirect mode. You can
see the virtual smartphone model tracked and rendered behind the screen.
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3.2.1.1

Main features description

Full 6DOF smartphone tracking was done by SVR camera tracking the fiducial
marker, showed on the screen of SHI (via Fitts application). To improve the rotation
tracking, SHI sent its gyroscope orientation data to SVR, and SVR applied the data to the
virtual model, relative to the last rotation based on camera tracking. Camera tracking
rotation had priority over the gyroscope data, therefore gyroscope relative orientation was
applied “between” the updates from the camera tracking. Smartphone screen feed and
gyroscope data were sent via WebRTC protocol with the UDP transport layer. Studyrelated data (condition, etc.) was sent via WebRTC with the TCP transport layer.
The app supported two screen position options or conditions: Direct and Indirect.
Both conditions have a virtual model of a smartphone rendered in VR at the position of
the real smartphone. However, the difference is at the rendering location of the virtual
screen:
1. Direct condition – the virtual screen was rendered on top of the virtual
smartphone model – in the same fashion as a real smartphone. The direct
condition cannot be implemented without the 6DOF tracking of the real
smartphone.
2. Indirect condition – the virtual screen was rendered at a constant position above
the virtual table, slightly below the user’s eye level. The screen floated in space
(not following the user view). However, the screen always rotated around its
vertical axis to orient itself facing the user. The virtual model of the smartphone
showed a black screen – to show the place of the real smartphone and its
touchscreen. We decided to keep showing the smartphone virtual model in
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Indirect mode during the studies (to keep the smartphone GPU and CPU load on a
similar level for both conditions). However, this feature is optional and helpful to
the user only when picking up the smartphone. Rendering of the smartphone
virtual model during smartphone usage in VR can be disabled along with the
camera tracking – which would significantly decrease heat and battery usage of
the smartphone.
3.2.1.2

Used libraries and implementation challenges

For the “cardboard” display mode we used “Google VR SDK for Unity” 11 – a free SDK
for VR Cardboard app development provided under MIT license. At the time of
development, a new version of the library “Google Cardboard XR Plugin for Unity” was
released, however, we were unable to modify the new version to support upside-down
SVR screen orientation. We needed to support an upside-down orientation of the SVR
device in order to have the smartphone camera located on the right side of the HMD. We
empirically found that this greatly improved fiducial marker tracking when the secondary
tracked smartphone was held in the right hand. To mitigate the smartphone tracking shift,
which happens, because the smartphone camera is located not in the vertical center of the
smartphone, we implemented a corresponding shift, which also depends on the current
screen orientation.
Another issue we faced when using the Google VR SDK was gyroscope drift. The
library uses relative orientation tracking rather than absolute orientation tracking. This
gradually yields a large horizontal shift of the environment after about 10 minutes of
continuous usage. For example, the table model, which was initially presented in front of
11

https://github.com/googlevr/gvr-unity-sdk
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the user will drift to the left. We resolved this issue with a script that stored the initial
compass offset from magnetic north upon starting the program, and then rotates the
camera object to compensate, keeping the shift constant. These small rotations are
unnoticeable by users.
For the virtual environment, we created a small lab room with a table in front of
the user and some furniture around the room. For the virtual smartphone model, we used
a Samsung Galaxy S10, which we obtained for free from the TurboSquid website 12 with
allowance for academic usage.
While developing the prototype, we tested several marker-tracking libraries to
determine which worked best for our purpose of tracking a secondary smartphone.
Specifically, we experimented with the Google AR Core 13, Vuforia 14, and SolAR 15
frameworks. The marker-tracking system in AR Core was intended for use with markers
placed on walls or the floor, and larger in size that can fit on a smartphone screen. As a
result, tracking quality with AR Core was not acceptable. When testing Vuforia, we
found it only uses static markers in the free version, and only provided dynamic/moving
marker support as a paid premium feature. However, the SolAR framework, which is
based on the widely known OpenCV 16 library offered robust marker-tracking
performance for a smartphone. Consequently, we integrated the SolAR tracking library
into the VRPhone project.

https://www.turbosquid.com
https://developers.google.com/ar
14
https://developer.vuforia.com
15
https://solarframework.github.io
16
https://opencv.org
12
13
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The SolAR framework tracking sometimes loses the marker, which introduces
smartphone virtual model motion lag. To mitigate this lag, we also constantly send the
SHI gyroscope data via the WebRTC UDP data channel. After conversion to the requisite
Unity format, this gyroscope data provides the virtual model orientation when the fiducial
marker tracking is lost, and between rotation updates from the SolAR framework (the
framework rotation updates have priority over the gyroscope data). Gyroscope data is
used relative to the last rotation tracked by the marker-tracking library. An absolute
gyroscope orientation was not used because of the noticeable shift between SVR and SHI
compass values and their measurement errors.
For the QR-code scanning, we showed the smartphone’s camera feed on the
screen with an overlay hint at the start of the app. The scanning feature was provided by
the ZXing library 17 (Apache-2.0 license).
To communicate with the RTC application via WebRTC we used the
MixedReality-WebRTC library 18 from Microsoft (MIT License). More information about
the communication between apps is detailed in the RTC application section.
3.2.2

Fitts application

The Fitts application is based on an existing Unity project FittsLawUnity 19 by Hansen et
al. [38] provided with a BSD-3-Clause license. The project includes Fitts’ law reciprocal
selection task for different input devices such as a mouse, eye gaze, joystick, etc. We
modified the code to include finger input support, made adjustments to the logs, study
configuration settings, and add Android OS support. The app sends the display condition

https://github.com/zxing/zxing
https://microsoft.github.io/MixedReality-WebRTC/index.html
19
https://github.com/GazeIT-DTU/FittsLawUnity
17
18
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parameters to the RTC app via the Android Broadcast method. We shifted the center of
the target’s circle lower to make it appropriate for the one-handed input. To be able to
track the device during the study, we incorporated a fiducial marker image on the upper
part of the screen. Finally, we implemented a script that emailed data logs to the
experimenter at the end of the study. Figure 6 depicts screenshots of the app
configuration menu and after the connection in the Direct condition (the configuration
was used for practice runs only, conditions during the experiment were applied based on
Participant Code).

Figure 6: Fitts application screenshots: left – study configuration menu, right – study execution, you
can see a fiducial marker presented at the top of the screen to support tracking of the SHI device.

3.2.3

RTC application

Since the RTC app did not require graphics, we decided to develop it using the Android
Studio IDE instead of Unity to make the project smaller and increase compilation speed.
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To accelerate the software development process further, we found a ready-made solution
for screen-sharing on Android via WebRTC to modify for our project. Among several
projects, we chose the ScreenShareRTC project 20 submitted to GitHub by a user named
Jeffiano under the Apache-2.0 license. We translated the screen with 1280×720 pixels
resolution, which was enough to clearly render the screen in SVR and minimize the
latency at the same time.
We first tried to send screenshots of the smartphone via pure UDP packets and
compared them to WebRTC performance. The WebRTC protocol with Android screencapturing features greatly outperformed screenshots and the UDP method which was
used in another study [3]. WebRTC protocol requires a signaling server to establish
communication between endpoints. While both ScreenShareRTC and MixedRealityWebRTC projects were made to work with a separate signaling server hosted on Node.js,
such a solution is needless for LAN communication. Therefore, we implemented a
signaling server in the RTC app as a separate service and used the ZXing library (same as
in VRPhone) to create a QR-code with the IP address of the smartphone. SVR with
VRPhone app running then may scan the QR-code to establish the communication.
Figure 7 is the app screenshot after the screen-casting permission is granted.

20

https://github.com/Jeffiano/ScreenShareRTC
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Figure 7: RTC application screenshot – QR-code contains the IP address of the device.

3.3

Latency

We measured the latency of the screen translation by making a 60 FPS video with both
smartphones’ screens when the SHI screen is translated to SVR via WebRTC (with UDP
as a transport protocol). We selected targets on SHI with a stylus to have a better view of
the moment when the targets were selected. We put SHI and SVR close together to
record both simultaneously with a single camera. We then analyzed recorded video frame
by frame to obtain the latency between 12 selections. Examples of analyzed video
frames, which also show our setup for the latency experiment can be found in Figure 8.
We measured two delays – the time when the stylus crossed the border of the target and
the system registered selection (i.e., the target circle becomes empty) on the SHI device
and the time from when the selection was registered on SHI to the registered selection on
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SVR. We called them system latency and cast latency respectively. The sum of these two
values gives us the total latency. We measured the latency in such a way with three
smartphones operated as SHI and SVR in turn: Samsung Galaxy S10, Xiaomi Mi 10T
Pro, and Sony Xperia X. Average system latency equaled 150ms, average cast latency
was 193ms which gave us 343ms total latency. Overall, such delay was noticeable but not
severely influencing users’ comfort and performance.

Figure 8: Two frames from the video used for latency measurement. The frame number is written in
the bottom left of the frame.

3.4

Warped Virtual Surfaces

Warped Virtual Surfaces or WVS is a technique for warping planar virtual surfaces
proposed by Didehkhorshid et al. [22]. We implemented the technique in our second
study, therefore the technique is described here to simplify our paper understanding. In
short, the method is just a linear proportion based on Scale Factor (SF) relative to the
origin point. When SF equals 1, the system represents 1-to-1 mapping.
WVS allows users to interact with the arbitrary-sized virtual surface. The physical
interaction space or touchscreen is always the same (e.g., the size of the touchscreen or
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other real bounds to touch input). A virtual surface in VR is rescaled relative to the
physical world input plane. Therefore, some of the targets may be rendered outside the
bounds of the real rectangular tracking area. Figure 9 represents the default usage of the
system and Figure 10 shows how it was used in our study.

Figure 9: Visual representation of the WVS system.
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Figure 10: Implementation of the WVS system in our study.

The touchscreen usually gives us the coordinates of the user’s input (𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ) relative

to the top or bottom left corner (i.e., the coordinate origin of the tracking area). In our
case, the coordinate origin was in the top left corner. To use the technique, we first
choose the warped origin (𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 ) position. In our case, we put Wo in the center horizontally

and on ¼ of screen height lower when the vertical center, for the selection targets to be in
a thumb-zone. Next, in each frame, we subtract coordinates of the 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 from the 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 and

divide the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 coordinates on width and height respectively to get real cursor position

(𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 ) coordinates in the range from -0.5 to 0.5 (or from -0.25 to 0.75 for the vertical axis
in our case). It is shown in Equation 5. Finally, we multiply each coordinate by the SF to
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get the virtual cursor position (𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 ) using Equation 6. It is clear from the equations, that
when SF differs from 1, the only point where 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 and 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 occupies the same spot is 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 .
Equation 5 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹𝒑𝒑 = �

𝟏𝟏

,

𝟏𝟏

� × (𝑪𝑪𝒊𝒊 − 𝑾𝑾𝑶𝑶 )

𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘𝒘 𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉𝒉

Equation 6 𝑪𝑪𝑾𝑾𝒑𝒑 = 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 × 𝑪𝑪𝑹𝑹𝒑𝒑

Warping the panel’s surface causes 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 to move ahead of 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 as users move the

stylus further away from 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 . 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 ’s movement behavior is similar to the effects of CD

gain on traditional mouse cursor movement, where a small movement of the physical
mouse translates to a large screen movement for the mouse cursor. A larger SF would
cause the 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 to speed up, much like a high CD gain.

WVS technique was intended to be used with virtual panels which are potentially

larger than physically available. However, in our second study, we use the technique
when the virtual panel has the same size as a physical touchscreen. Moreover, we shifted
the warped origin 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 , which slightly changed the 𝑦𝑦 coordinate range but provide no

other differences to the technique. We did it because the center of the one-handed

smartphone input is the center of a thumb zone, which is located below the center of a
touchscreen.
Our implementation of the VWS technique is intended to test the efficiency of the
technique to provide easier access to the targets on the edges or outside of the thumbzones of a touchscreen. The technique was tested with one-handed finger input for the
first time as well. As we use only part of the touchscreen, which is comparable with the
size of the smartwatches, the results may also indicate the applicability of VWS to
wearable devices with a touchscreen.
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Chapter 4: User Study 1 – Direct vs. Indirect Input Performance
We conducted a Fitts’ law experiment comparing two virtual smartphone screen positions
in VR. Our objective was to determine which condition offered better user performance
and would be preferred by participants. Also, we wanted to determine if it is necessary to
have 6DOF tracking of the VR smartphone screen (the real world-like Direct condition)
for comfortable smartphone usage in VR. The study was conducted remotely without any
physical contact with the participants.
4.1

Hypothesis

Past studies mostly revealed only small and non-significant differences in selection
performance between Direct and Indirect input conditions [28,76]. This may indicate that
any performance difference is lower than the measurement error. However, this may not
be the case for smartphone usage in VR, especially for “cardboard” VR. We note that our
implementation (see Chapter 3) for both SVR rotation tracking and SHI motion tracking
is imperfect, and likely less performant than commercial tracking systems. Tracking
delays, despite being minimized, still may overcome the advantage of the more natural
Direct interaction. We also note that spatial input rotation to vertically oriented screens
became quite common with the spread of personal computers and their mouse/keyboard
input. Therefore, we do not expect the Indirect input condition to have a great impact on
performance.
We expect Throughput to provide the key insights in this user study. It has been
shown to be constant regardless of participants’ bias towards speed or accuracy and thus
considered a more consistent metric [23,56]. Moreover, it should not be affected by the
resolution and screen size differences of the different smartphones used in the user study.
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Different screen sizes may have a slight influence on the target amplitudes and widths,
but the influence would be the same on both parameters, which won’t change throughput
according to Equation 1 and Equation 2. Therefore, we consider Throughput as a primary
dependent variable of this study.
Overall, while we expect the Indirect condition to offer better results in subjective
questionnaire answers, we do not expect to detect a significant difference in performance.
Moreover, we hypothesize that conditions will be statistically equivalent in terms of
performance.
4.2

Participants

We recruited 12 participants (6 males, 6 females, aged from 19 to 49, µ = 30.33, σ =
10.32). One participant was left-handed. In terms of VR experience, 58.3% reported
having no VR experience, 41.7% reported several times a year. Participants were
recruited from university students and acquaintances of the authors via invitation emails.
Participants did not receive compensation to participate in the study but were provided
with a VR Shinecon head-mounted display to keep (valued at $15 CAD).
4.3

Apparatus

Each participant required two smartphones for this study, one SVR device (i.e., the
smartphone acting as a VR display), and one SHI device (i.e., the smartphone for hand
input). We provided each participant with a smartphone-based VR headset “VR Shinecon
Box 3D model DV626-9686f” (see Figure 3) to house their SVR device. These devices
were ordered online and shipped directly to participants to avoid direct contact during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Since the study was conducted completely remote each participant
used a different pair of smartphones as apparatus in the study. We recorded the
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smartphones used for both the SVR and SHI devices for each participant. These are
summarized in Table 2.
Participant
ID

SVR Device

SHI Device

1

Samsung Galaxy S10

Sony Xperia X

2

Samsung Galaxy S10

Sony Xperia X

3

Nexus 6P

Lenovo K5 Pro

4

Nexus 6P

Lenovo K5 Pro

5

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

Samsung Galaxy J8

6

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

Samsung Galaxy J8

7

Nexus 6P

Samsung Galaxy S10e

8

Nexus 6P

Redmi Note 8 Pro

9

Samsung Galaxy S7

POCO F1

10

Samsung Galaxy S7

POCO F1

11

Samsung Galaxy A6

Xiaomi Mi 10 T Pro

12

Samsung Galaxy A6

Xiaomi Mi 10 T Pro

Table 2:

List of smartphone models used by participants as SVR and SHI in User Study 1.

Finally, participants used chairs or armchairs with armrests to reduce physical strain
during the study. Figure 11 depicts a typical setup, required to participate in the study.
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Figure 11: Typical setup for the study: a) Chair with armrests; b) Smartphone-based VR headset
(provided to participants); c) Two Android OS smartphones.

During the study, the SVR device was placed inside the VR headset, used as HMD, and
used the integrated back-facing camera to track the SHI device. The virtual model of a
smartphone showed in a VR environment at the tracked SHI position. SHI screen feed is
also translated to VR environment and rendered in Direct or Indirect mode. Meanwhile,
SHI was running the Fitts’ law task, recording the participant selection performance data,
sending the screen feed to SVR, and rendering a fiducial marker at the upper part of the
screen. The VR and real-world first-person view of the system can be found in Figure 12.
A detailed description of the used software is seen in section 3.2.
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Figure 12: VR vs. real-world first-person view: upper image shows the VR environment view (user’s
view) and at the bottom is the same view in the real world.

4.4

Procedure

In an effort to minimize person-to-person contact during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
experiment was conducted fully remotely, and we sent the VR headsets to participants via
mail. Before starting the study, participants completed the consent form (Appendix A)
and completed a demographic questionnaire (Appendix C). We provided all the
documents such as the consent form, instructions (Appendix B), and questionnaires in an
online format. The instructions included information on how to set up and use the
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software on smartphones and a description of actions expected from a participant during
the study. We also used video calls with the participants during the study to provide extra
assistance and answer any questions during the study. Figure 13 depicts a participant
during the study.

Figure 13: A participant during the pilot study with a smartphone aligned with the virtual screen in
VR.

The study consisted of 2 conditions across 6 blocks, i.e., 3 blocks for each
condition. Each block consisted of 10 sequences, one for each of the 10 indices of
difficulty (IDs). Each sequence consisted of 15 trials, where each trial required selecting
one target. The task involved selecting circular targets, placed in a circle, as typical in
Fitts’ law-based experiments (see Figure 14). Participants were instructed to select the
targets as quickly and as accurately as possible. Each sequence started by a double-tap on
the SHI smartphone screen. The system tracked the participants’ finger position only
when their fingers touched the screen. Participants thus had to hold their fingers pressed
to the screen at all times during a sequence. The target was considered selected when the
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cursor’s center was placed inside the target circle’s border. The timer for the sequence
started with the selection of the first target. Targets that were not selected within 10
seconds were considered errors. Regardless if a target was hit or missed (or timed out),
the next target in the sequence was then activated.

Figure 14: Fitts' law selection task in FittsStudy app.

Prior to starting the study, participants did 3 practice sequences with the Direct
condition for training. These practice trials were not recorded. Participants could rest
between sequences and after each block, as the timer stopped at these points. During
these breaks, they could remove the HMD as desired. After completing the first half of
the study (i.e., 3 blocks) the condition changed. At that point, the participant was asked to
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remove the HMD and answer some questions about the condition they had just finished.
In total, the experiment took about 60 minutes, with participants using VR for ~35 to 45
minutes.
After completing the second condition and answering the corresponding
questions, participants filled out a device assessment questionnaire and gave comments
on their experience using a smartphone in a VR prototype. They were then debriefed (via
video call) and reminded to keep the VR headset as compensation for their participation.
4.5

Experiment Design

Our study used a within-subjects design with two independent variables: Input Condition
and Index of Difficulty (ID). The Direct and Indirect conditions are described fully in
section 3.2.1.1.
Input Condition: Direct, Indirect;
ID: 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.3, 3.6
The ID values were calculated according to Equation 1 from the following 10
combinations of amplitude and width (in pixels):
ID

1.1

1.3

1.5

1.8

2.1

2.4

2.7

3.0

3.3

3.6

A

115

145

295

400

265

345

220

350

440

445

W

100

100

160

160

80

80

40

50

50

40

Table 3: Index of Difficulties with their corresponding Amplitudes and Widths.

To counterbalance condition order, half of the participants did the Direct input
condition first, while the other half started with Indirect. The study contained 6 blocks, 3
for each condition. Within each block, the ID ordering was randomized, with one ID per
sequence of 15 targets. Each participant completed 6 blocks × 10 IDs × 15 targets = 900
selections in total. Across all 12 participants, this yielded 10800 target selections in total.
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Our experiment’s dependent variables included:
•

Throughput: calculated according to the ISO 9241-9 standard and based on
Equation 2, in bits per second (bps), where a higher score is better.

•

Movement time: the average selection time, in milliseconds, where a lower score
is better.

Although Fitts’ Law studies often include an error rate measure, because it was
effectively impossible to miss the target in our study, we excluded the error rate variable.
4.6

Results

For Throughput and Movement time analysis we conducted repeated-measures ANOVA
(RM-ANOVA) to determine if there were significant differences between Direct and
Indirect conditions. Index of Difficulty was not analyzed because it is expected to cause
differences in performance. As detailed below, we did not find significant differences in
Throughput and Movement time.
To test our hypothesis – that there was no difference in Direct vs. Indirect input –
we employ equivalence testing since standard statistical ANOVA tests do not determine
equivalence, only differences. In other words, a non-significant ANOVA result does not
indicate two conditions are equivalent. Thus, for non-significant ANOVA results, we also
conducted equivalence testing for Throughput. We used the same indifference zone (1
bps) as previous studies [22,45]. We did not conduct the equivalence testing for
Movement time, because it is unclear what indifference zone to use [45].
4.6.1

Throughput

Mauchly’s test did not reveal a violation of sphericity in TP data, thus we employed a
common RM-ANOVA test (𝛼𝛼 = .05). RM-ANOVA on Throughput revealed no
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significant difference for condition (𝐹𝐹1,11 = 0.29, 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛). The mean TP difference was
0.0297 bps. See Figure 15.
2.5

Throughput (bps)

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Direct

Indirect

Input Condition
Figure 15: Mean TP for each condition. Error bars indicate 95% CI.

To determine if throughput was statistically the same between Direct and Indirect
input, we conducted our equivalence test (𝛼𝛼 = .05, 𝛿𝛿 = 1 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏, see Section 2.5). With the

indifference zone of 1 bps, the mean difference between compared condition and the

bounds of the two-tailed confidence intervals should be lower than 1 bps to be considered
equivalent. Table 4 shows the results of the equivalence test between the conditions.
Pair

Mean Diff.

DirectIndirect

0.0297

Direct 2tailed 90%
conf. Interval
-0.199
+0.560

Indirect 2tailed 90%
conf.
Interval
-0.401
+0.321

p1

p2

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

Table 4: Mean TP differences and equivalence test results.

Based on this analysis, the Direct and Indirect conditions were considered
equivalent on Throughput (i.e., they have statistically the same TP). Overall, this result
indicates that throughput is not affected by virtual screen position, in line with our
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hypothesis, and is consistent with past results on decoupling control/display spaces
[27,28,45,76].
4.6.2

Movement time

No violation of sphericity was revealed by Mauchly’s test in MT values. Despite the
Mean MT was greater than in Throughput, RM-ANOVA (𝛼𝛼 = .05) found no significant

differences between conditions in the case of movement time (𝐹𝐹1,11 = 3.18, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.1, 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛).

See Figure 16. Despite this non-significant difference, we did not conduct the

equivalence test for movement time, because, as suggested by Kohli et al. [45], it is not
clear what indifference zone for movement time would be reasonable.
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Figure 16: Mean MT for each condition. Error bars indicate 95% CI.

4.6.3

Linear Regression Analysis

We conducted a linear regression analysis to compare how the conditions fit the model
and confirm the linear relation between MT and TP modeled by Fitts’ law. As can be
seen in Figure 17, both Input Conditions had a strong correlation as expected. However,
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the Indirect condition correlation (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.965) was a little better than the Direct one

(𝑅𝑅2 = 0.949).
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Movement time (ms)
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Direct condition
MT = 482.65x + 511.03
R² = 0.9494

2000
1500

Indirect condition

1000

MT = 422.62x + 552.68
R² = 0.9651
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0

0.00

0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

Index of Difficulty (bits)
Figure 17: Linear regression of Movement time on Index of Difficulty for both conditions. Points
represent average MT for all IDs across all participants.

4.6.4

Questionnaire

To indicate a subjective preference between conditions we asked participants 4 questions:
1. Physical effort required (from very low to very high).
2. The fast selection was (from very easy to very hard).
3. The accurate selection was (from very easy to very hard).
4. General comfort (from very comfortable to very uncomfortable).
We asked these questions after the corresponding condition to make a
comparison. Participants rated each question from l (lowest) to 5 (highest). We conducted
the Friedman non-parametric statistical test (𝛼𝛼 = .05) but did not find any significant
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differences between conditions in participants’ answers. The assessment results are seen
in Figure 18.
𝜒𝜒 2 = 1.3,
𝑝𝑝 = 0.25
𝜒𝜒 2 = 0.3,
𝑝𝑝 = 0.56
𝜒𝜒 2 = 1.3,
𝑝𝑝 = 0.25
𝜒𝜒 2
= 1.3,

Figure 18: Subjective preference assessment. Colors are red, orange, yellow, green, and blue from
negative to positive answers and the numbers are percentages of participants answered.

We also used the device assessment questionnaire provided by ISO 9241-9 [23] to
evaluate fatigue, accuracy, and the overall experience of using finger input with a
smartphone in VR. Results are summarized in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Device Assessment Questionnaire. Colors are red, orange, yellow, green, and blue from
negative to positive answers and the numbers are percentages of participants answered.

4.7

Discussion

Results indicate that virtual screen position (Direct and Indirect variants) has no
significant effects on TP and MT. Equivalence testing showed that Throughput is the
same for the Direct and Indirect conditions.
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The most important result of the study is that there are no significant differences
in selection performance due to virtual screen position. This suggests that when using a
smartphone in VR, the Direct (i.e., real world-like co-located smartphone) condition is
not necessary. This may be quite important for VR solutions, where tracking methods
have high power and processing time requirements; if Indirect input works as well as
Direct input, then such tracking may be unnecessary. For example, when using
Cardboard VR, camera-based tracking requires that the camera was always activated,
which greatly increases battery drain and smartphone temperature. During our study, 4
participants had their smartphones overheat and needed a 5-minute break to wait until the
smartphone cooled down to finish the study. With Indirect input, it is possible to use the
tracking only when the user needs to pick up the smartphone, and tracking can be
disabled when the user is otherwise touching the screen.
Participants gave us some verbal feedback about conditions during the study.
While most of the participants were excited about the tracking method used in the study,
half of them said that it was sometimes a little harder to see the contents of the virtual
screen due to the imperfectness of the tracking (e.g., small drifting of the virtual screen).
Some participants noted, that the Indirect condition is better for long usage because you
don’t need to have your head always lowered or hand always held up to see the screen.
One participant noted that the Indirect condition is less natural or realistic than the Direct
one. While both options likely reduce the level of immersion and sense of presence, if the
input smartphone is part of the realistic game (as a game object or prop), the Direct
condition may be preferable.
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Most participants gave comments like “the small circles are much harder to select,
I like the big ones”. Some participants needed to slightly change their grip of the
smartphone to select targets during the highest ID sequence, which was on the edge of
their thumb zones. Some participants tried to help themselves to hold the device with the
other hand. To keep the study consistent (all participants made a one-handed input and
smartphone grip), we asked them to reposition their hand with a smartphone to a more
comfortable position instead. After the study, 3 participants (who were familiar with
current VR technologies, like Oculus Quest) said, that it would be a nice feature to be
able to use a smartphone during a VR session.
Finally, we found some insights, which may be helpful to conduct similar remote
studies in the future. Despite the previous pilot testing, some participants needed twice
the experiment setup time than the others, which caused the experiment to run longer
than expected. For future similar studies, we suggest giving more time for setup
installment or even doing it in a separate session before the study for hard setup cases.
Although most participants liked the remote study idea in general, some participants gave
comments and suggestions about the remote studies. One participant suggested the idea
to create some unified platform for similar research, which may contain the options to
select the studies you want to participate in, have a way to communicate with the
researcher during the study, and gather feedback from participants. Four participants
noted that, while smartphone-based HMD was fine, monetary compensation would be
preferable.
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4.7.1

Limitations

The main limitation of the study is the usage of a “cardboard” VR device. Although the
results give insights about the usage of smartphones in VR with other VR headsets, we do
not know for sure if our results would transfer to other HMDs. Due to VR cardboard
usage, we had to use a smartphone camera to track the second smartphone, which
allowed much worse tracking quality than infrared cameras or multiple monochromic
cameras such as HTC Vive and Oculus Quest have.
Another limitation is the lack of 6DOF finger tracking (although other VR
solutions do not support it yet as well). The study was conducted without any physical
contact with participants. Therefore, while all the participants used the same VR HMD
sent to them, the smartphone device models used in the study were mostly different. This
introduces some possibility of confounding variables due to different equipment
differences. Conversely, this also enhances the external validity of our experiment, as the
results generalize to a wider range of hardware.
Another issue, as mentioned by Didehkhorshid et al. [22], is throughput
indifference zones for equivalence testing, although the same as previous studies [22,45]
are still up for debate. Choosing a different indifference zone value could alter the results
(i.e., whether conditions were deemed “the same” or not). Finally, we did not ask
participants to fill separate device assessment questionnaires for both conditions, because
it was not the main goal of our study and to keep the experiment under an hour. We
believe our findings can still be useful and can help VR researchers and system designers.
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4.8

Conclusion

In this study, we introduced the technique to use a smartphone in VR with screen
streaming and 6DOF smartphone tracking. We evaluated the effects of virtual screen
position on selection task performance with one-handed finger input using a smartphone
in VR. In terms of TP and MT, we did not find any statistical differences between the
conditions. The equivalence statistical test showed that Throughput was statistically the
same between the conditions.
In the next chapter, we present a study, in which we modify smartphone input
even further, by adding input surface warping. While this makes the system even less
natural, it also increases the size of the thumb zone facilitates simulation of interaction
with larger virtual surfaces. In the next study, we seek the answer to the important
question: does such surface warping significantly reduce user performance?
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Chapter 5: User Study 2 – Effects of Surface Warping on Performance
Our previous study established that decoupling the interaction plane from the physical
location of a smartphone in VR had little impact on user performance. Taking this idea
further, we conducted a second Fitts’ law experiment comparing several cursor scale
factors. Employing scale factors (similar to mouse CD gain) allows us to further decouple
the cursor from the actual finger position; in other words, the virtual smartphone surface
in VR can be potentially larger, allowing a small tactile surface to act as a proxy for a
larger virtual object in VR. Our study also included a Scale Factor equal to 1 (i.e., a 1-to1 mapping between the finger position and cursor position). We had two objectives. The
first was to determine if the warped virtual surface (WVS) technique [22] can make onehanded finger input using smartphones in VR easier. Second, previous studies used the
WVS technique with stylus input using a tracked tablet in VR and found that warped (i.e.,
scaled) conditions were statistically equivalent to the 1-to-1 mapping [22]. We wanted to
determine if a more common one-handed finger input using a smartphone in VR would
yield similar results.
5.1

Hypothesis

Previous work found no significant effects of scale factor on Throughput [22]. However,
a smartphone’s screen is much smaller than the tablet used in previous work, and onehanded finger input on a smartphone is different from the stylus input on a tablet. Since
the distance between the targets is quite small on a smartphone screen, large SFs vastly
increase the cursor movement and therefore could have a negative effect on performance.
On the other hand, when the targets are placed across the full width of the
smartphone, they may be located on the edge – or outside – of the thumb zone, which
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means the user must fully and uncomfortably stretch their finger or awkwardly change
their grip on the smartphone. Moderate surface warping may effectively put far-located
targets in the thumb-zone, while still being comfortable for short-distance targets.
Therefore, small SF may even make the targets with large amplitudes easier to select and
improve the users’ performance.
Based on the above reasoning, we hypothesize that high scale factors (e.g., from
2.0 and higher) would yield significantly worse results compared to the 1-to-1 mapping
and small SF (below 1.5). Since even the largest amplitudes of our targets should be
inside the smartphones’ thumb-zones, we do not expect the small SF to be significantly
better than 1-to-1 mapping.
5.2

Participants

We recruited 12 participants (5 females, aged 18 to 50, 𝜇𝜇 = 26, 𝜎𝜎 = 8.16). Two of them

were left-handed. We asked about their VR experience and found that 41.7% had never

used VR, 50% used VR several times a year, and 8.3% experienced VR several times a
month. Eight out of twelve participants previously took part in User Study 1 (see Chapter
4).
5.3

Apparatus

The study was conducted with almost the same apparatus as described in the previous
study (see Section 4.3) and used the same software as described in section 3.2. The
difference from the previous study was only in smartphones used by participants
(although most of the participants were the same and used their devices again). See the
SVR and SHI devices employed in Table 5.
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Participant
ID

SVR Device

SHI Device

1

Samsung Galaxy S10

Sony Xperia X

2

Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra

Sony Xperia X

3

Nexus 6P

Lenovo K5 Pro

4

Nexus 6P

Redmi Note 7

5

Samsung Galaxy S7

POCO F1

6

Samsung Galaxy S7

POCO F1

7

Redmi Note 9

Redmi Note 8 Pro

8

Redmi Note 9

Redmi Note 8 Pro

9

Samsung Galaxy S8

Samsung Galaxy S20

10

Samsung Galaxy S8

Samsung Galaxy S20

11

Samsung Galaxy A6

Xiaomi Mi 10 T Pro

12

Samsung Galaxy A6

Xiaomi Mi 10 T Pro

Table 5:

List of smartphone models used by participants as SVR and SHI in User Study 2.

Given there was no difference in performance but slight user preference for
Indirect, we decided to always use the Indirect screen condition for this study. Like in the
preceding study, the virtual smartphone model was still tracked to show smartphone
position in VR with a black screen. A complete description of the Indirect condition can
be found in section 3.2.1.1.
5.4

Procedure

Similar to the previous experiment, this experiment was conducted remotely due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Again, we sent the VR cardboard headsets to the participants and
asked them to use their own mobile devices. Similar to the first study, all the instructions
(Appendix B), questionnaires (Appendix C), and the consent form (Appendix A) were
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provided to participants in an online format. We again used real-time video calls with the
participants during study sessions for extra support.
Participants conducted the same selection task described in section 4.4.
Participants selected targets as quickly and accurately as possible, by moving their finger
on the smartphone touchscreen to move the cursor displayed on the virtual smartphone
screen. Unlike the first experiment, this study included 8 different scale factors, and
participants completed one block for each scale factor. Each block consisted of 8
sequences, one for each of the 8 IDs. Each sequence required 15 target selections. The
experiment took about 60 minutes, with participants selecting targets in VR for ~45 to 50
minutes.
Before starting the study, participants provided informed consent and completed a
demographic questionnaire. Next, participants had 3 practice sequences with the 1-to-1
mapping. These practice trials were not recorded. Participants were able to rest between
each sequence and after each block and could remove the HMD during these breaks.
After completing all selection trials, participants answered the question (from 1 to
5 score): “How, in your opinion, did the different scale factors influenced your
performance?”. Then participants filled out the ISO 9241-9 device assessment
questionnaire and gave comments on their experience in the study. They were then
debriefed and reminded to keep the VR cardboard headset as compensation for
participation.
5.5

Experiment Design

The study employed a within-subjects design with two independent variables: Scale
Factor and Index of Difficulty (ID).
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Scale Factor (SF): 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4;
ID: 1.1, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.5, 2.9, 3.2, 3.6
The SFs were counterbalanced according to a balanced Latin square. Due to the
impossibility to fully counterbalance 8 conditions over 12 participants, participants from
9 to 12 had the same order as participants from 1 to 4.
The ID values were calculated according to Equation 1 from the following 8
combinations of amplitude and width (in pixels):
ID

1.1

1.5

1.8

2.2

2.5

2.9

3.2

3.6

A

115

295

400

290

375

325

410

445

W

100

160

160

80

80

50

50

40

Table 6: Index of Difficulties with their corresponding Amplitudes and Widths.

The SFs were applied to the cursor position using the WVS technique as described in
section 3.4. The study contained 8 blocks in total, one SF per block. The order of SFs was
counterbalanced according to a balanced Latin square. Within each block, the ID order
was randomized, with one ID per sequence of 15 targets. In total, there were 8 blocks × 8
IDs × 15 targets = 960 selections in total. Multiplied by the 12 participants which took
part, this yields 11520 target selections in total.
Our dependent variables included:
•

Throughput: calculated according to the ISO 9241-9 standard and based on
Equation 2, in bits per second (bps).

•

Movement time: the average selection time, in milliseconds.
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•

Rotation: the sum of SHI rotation angle during the task sequences execution
(tracked via SHI gyroscope data). To get this sum we added absolute values of the
angle between tracked SHI rotations each 10ms.

Similar to our first study, because of the finger tracking with a touchscreen in VR
specialty, the error rate variable was excluded from recording since it was effectively
impossible to miss the target. The Rotation dependent variable gives an indication of how
much the user shifts SHI during the study. Users may shift the smartphone or change
their grip on it more if the targets are at the edge of the thumb zone or they are just hard
to hit. Much like the first study, we expect Throughput to provide the key insights in this
user study.
5.6

Results

Similar to our previous study, we conducted the RM-ANOVA test to find a significant
main effect and Bonferroni adjustments. This time, however, we had 8 different values of
our independent variable Scale Factor. Unlike in a similar study with a virtual stylus [22],
we found significant differences between scale factors, Horizontal bars (

) in

Figures Figure 20 and Figure 21 indicate pairwise significant differences between scale
factors based on Bonferroni adjustments.
5.6.1

Throughput

Mauchly’s test did not reveal a violation of sphericity, thus we employed a common RMANOVA test (𝛼𝛼 = .05). RM-ANOVA on Throughput revealed a significant difference
for scale factor (𝐹𝐹7,77 = 8.05, 𝑝𝑝 < 0.001). Mean TP values and posthoc pairwise

differences test results are seen in Figure 20. Results indicate that larger SF values
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yielded lower mean Throughput, which means that participants were more effective with
lower SFs. Our hypothesis was confirmed in the case of Throughput.

Figure 20: Mean TP for each SF value and their pairwise significant differences. Error bars indicate
95% CI.

5.6.2

Movement time

RM-ANOVA revealed significant differences for movement time as well (𝛼𝛼 = .05). No
violation of sphericity was revealed by Mauchly’s test. There was a significant main
effect of Scale Factor on Movement time (𝐹𝐹7,77 = 3.81, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise

differences and mean MT scores are seen in Figure 21. Results indicate that over 2.0 SF
values caused the participants to select targets slower, which confirms our hypothesis.
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Figure 21: Mean MT for each SF value and their pairwise significant differences. Error bars indicate
95% CI.

5.6.3

Rotation

As seen in Figure 22 error bars, there was a great degree of variability in the total rotation
sums. This is likely due to the varying error level of gyroscopes and differences of the
sensors across used the smartphones used in the study. Mauchly’s test revealed that the
assumption of sphericity was violated (𝜒𝜒 2 (27) = 198.3, 𝑝𝑝 < 0.001) so we applied

Greenhouse-Geisser correction (𝜀𝜀 = 0.27). The effect of scale factor on Rotation was not
significant (𝛼𝛼 = .05, 𝐹𝐹7,77 = 0.18, 𝑝𝑝 = 0.82).
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Figure 22: Mean Rotation for each SF value. Error bars indicate 95% CI.

5.6.4

Linear Regression Analysis

As Fitt’s law implies a linear relation between MT and TP, we conducted a linear
regression analysis to confirm it for our study. Figure 23 depicts the regression model
with average MT for each SF and ID combination. As expected, the MT and ID relation
strongly fit the linear model (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.94).
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4
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Figure 23: Linear regression of Movement time on Index of Difficulty. Points represent average MT
for all SF and ID combinations across all participants.

5.6.5

Questionnaire

Figure 24 shows the subjective opinions of participants about the SF influence on
selection performance. Overall, while answers were distributed from low to high,
participants believed that SF influenced their performance (which was confirmed by
significant results on TP and MT).
very low

low

average

How, in your opinion, the different scale
factors influenced your performance?

high

very high
42%

25%

33%

Figure 24: Distribution of subjective opinions about the influence of scale factors on selection
performance.

Finally, we conducted Device Assessment Questionnaire (see in Figure 25).
Compared to participants’ responses in the first study (see in section 4.6.4) the accurate
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pointing answers are more skewed towards “very difficult” likely due to surface warping
with high SF.

Figure 25: Device Assessment Questionnaire. Colors are red, orange, yellow, green, and blue from
negative to positive answers and the numbers are percentages of participants answered.

5.7

Discussion

Results indicate that the WVS technique with smartphone finger input in VR had
significant effects both on Throughput and Movement time. The small SFs (below 1.5)
were significantly better than large SFs (1.6 and above).
Unlike the past work with stylus and tablet input in VR [22], we found significant
differences caused by Scale Factor on Throughput and Movement time. This is the most
important result of our study. The most probable reason for this result is the physical size
difference of smartphone and tablet touchscreens. Tablets are generally several times
larger than smartphones. In our study smartphones were held with a vertical orientation in
one hand and input with the same hand’s finger, which made the actual interactive zone
even smaller. At the same time, we used the same SFs as was used for the tablet in the
previous study. As a result, unlike the previous study using a tablet [22], we found the
maximum SF which can be applied to smartphone input without significant influence on
performance and it appeared to be roughly 2.0. Such results are quite important for the
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following reason. While further research is required to confirm it, our results indicate that
users with 2.0 SF plane warping would be able to cover twice the size of the thumb-zone
with only a small (but significant) drop in the efficiency. Even for a huge smartphone
(e.g., “phablets” around 6 inches) the thumb-zone usually covers at least half of the
screen. The plane warping may help the user to comfortably work with UI all over the
smartphone screen area during one-hand input via thumb.
Notably, the 1.2 SF condition was not only significantly better than 2.2 and 2.4
but also better than 1.6 and 1.8. The condition was even slightly, though not significantly,
better than 1-to-1. This may indicate that a small SF can help to select objects at the
edges of the screen even without notice from users.
While all the participants noticed some changes in input during high SF, some of
them were not able to explain what was different without a hint. Two participants said the
small SF helped them to reach the targets on the edge of the smartphone. They said:
“During some conditions, I dragged my finger on smaller distances to hit the targets, so I
didn’t need to struggle and stretch my thumb to select the ones that were far away, it was
helpful”.
Most of the participants were the same as in our previous study, thus they had a
general idea of what to do and even had the software installed. The time constraints were
tight, more than in study 1, therefore this was quite helpful. Another thing we noticed
during the study is that people who were more familiar with the Android apps usage were
faster with the setup process than others. Therefore, for future remote studies, we
recommend asking people about their familiarity with the Android apps usage and plan
the time allocation accordingly.
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We kept the virtual smartphone model tracking enabled to have a similar
CPU/GPU load on a device during both studies. However, some participants said that the
movement of a virtual model behind the screen distracted them from the task. A possible
improvement for future work is to disable smartphone tracking and rendering when the
smartphone is already in hand and dim the virtual environment during the possible
smartphone usage during the pause in a real VR game/application.
5.7.1

Limitations

Most of the same limitations of the first study also apply here (see section 4.7.1). The
limitation about different mobile devices used by participants influenced this study more.
This is the main reason the Rotation dependent variable was highly variable.
The circle with targets was at the bottom of the screen and in a thumb-zone of the
participants. We placed the warped origin position at the center of the circle of targets.
We have not studied the WVS technique performance in selection targets which fully
outside of a real thumb zone, which should be done to fully confirm the possibility to use
WVS to increase one-handed touchscreen coverage. In such a case, the center zerowarping point may be placed differently from the position chosen by us (e.g., place it a
little lower the center of the thumb zone to increase the covered area to the upper bound
of the screen). However, we believe our results have partly covered the smartphone in
VR usage and can be helpful to the smartphone/VR designers and developers as well as
smartphone and VR researchers in future studies.
5.8

Conclusion

In this study, we employed the WVS technique with a smartphone in VR with the screen
positioned in front of the user. We evaluated the effects of different surface warping scale
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factors on selection performance in terms of throughput, movement time, and
accumulative rotation.
We found a significant main effect of scale factors on throughput and movement
time. Our results indicate that, while small surface warping may make the one-handed
selection of far located objects easier, scale factors 2.2 and higher have a negative
influence on user performance.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
Our prototype and user studies have shown that a smartphone can be integrated and used
in VR, even with a low-cost VR headset such as Cardboard HMD. We compared colocated and disjoint virtual screen conditions. Equivalence testing showed that
performance in the disjoint condition was the same as in the co-located one. This means
that constant 6DOF tracking of the smartphone is not required for comfortable
smartphone usage in VR. It still may be beneficial to locate the device before taking it in
the hand.
To further explore the design space of smartphone-based interaction in VR, we
also looked at the possibility of using input redirection via the WVS technique. The
rationale for including this was to determine the extent to which a smartphone can be
repurposed as a larger virtual tactile surface in VR, by scaling the interaction space. Our
results indicate that there are limits to how much scaling is possible before user
performance is affected. While the selection task results were not significantly different
for scale factors below 2.2, for scale factors of 2.2 and higher, both throughput and
movement time were significantly worse. From this, we conclude that the WVS
technique can be used to some extent to increase the effective touchscreen area for
selection tasks. And, since practically all apps usage in a smartphone consists of
sequences of selection tasks, this conclusion probably extends to basic app usage.
Based on our results, we recommend co-locating the virtual screen with the
physical smartphone, if phone interaction realism is required and device performance is
not an issue. Otherwise, our results suggest that the disjoint solution may be a good
option since it offers statistically the same performance in terms of throughput and
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movement time (see Figure 15, Figure 16). The disjoint screen can also optionally be
combined with tracking at the start of an interaction, to initially assist in locating the
tracked phone while wearing a head-mounted display that occludes the outside
environment. As for scale factors, we recommend using a modest scaling (up to 2.0),
since they seem to only have minimal impact on user performance (see Figure 20, Figure
21).
6.1

Smartphone in VR applications

Our technique would enable a smartphone to be integrated into VR using modern
camera-based headsets, such as Oculus Quest. The possibility to answer a call or chat
message without removing the VR headset would likely increase engagement with VR
applications, and avoid breaks in presence or workflow. Unfortunately, Facebook’s
Oculus SDK currently does not provide access to the Oculus Quest camera feed; thus, it
is not currently an option to implement our approach on such devices as a third-party
application. However, it would be a useful optional feature to have off-the-shelf. The
same is true for other VR headsets, but of course, a different tracking method will be
necessary for headsets.
Our approach also would allow smartphones to be integrated into specific VR
apps to use as a VR controller. The user could take advantage of a touchscreen for more
accurate VR interaction with haptic feedback without the need to buy any extra devices.
Likewise, the smartphone in VR integration can be employed in common VR gaming as
well as in VR design sessions and immersive workflows.
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6.2

Conducting Remote Experiments Challenges

Running an experiment requiring specialized hardware fully remotely was quite
challenging. The COVID-19 pandemic made the process much more difficult due to
safety reasons. In this subsection, we summarize the experience of conducting remote
studies during the global pandemic.
We decided to stick with only 12 participants per study mostly for two reasons.
First, since it was our first time conducting the remote study, we wanted to keep the time
commitment reasonable, in case we made mistakes necessitating re-running additional
participants. Second, it was difficult to find many prospective participants willing to
participate who met the hardware requirements (i.e., two available Android-based
smartphones). We observed such distancing protocols to guarantee the maximum safety
of the participants.
In general, setting up the software and equipment for the remote study, which
participants had to do by themselves, took twice as long as a similar set-up in person.
Similarly, during in-person studies, a major hardware setup is usually only done once;
only minor changes are made for each participant. Unfortunately, this is not the case
when each participant uses their own hardware. Thus, we recommend reserving extra
time for system setup, especially if the participant is not a fluent smartphone user.
Another issue was the tendency of the SVR smartphones to overheat during the
study. Since the SVR devices are closed in the VR headset (trapping heat in) and the
smartphone screen, camera, CPU, and Wi-Fi hotspot are always working, some devices
overheated and we had to ask participants to take a rest while the smartphone was cooling
down.
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Other than the challenges mentioned above, we did not face any major issues in
conducting the remote study. Communication with participants via Discord helped to
clarify the instructions for participants, validate that the study is going smoothly, and
gather verbal feedback.
6.3

Future Work

There are a lot of possible future researches that can be done in this area. First, it’s
important to conduct studies measuring the performance and comfort level of real
smartphone usage in VR, like making calls, using messengers, making a photo, etc. It
would be helpful to conduct similar experiments with other VR headsets and with tablets,
smartwatches, and smartphones with different input methods (using the index finger,
multi-finger input). WVS technique should be tested to be able to reach the upper side of
the smartphone screen with different positions of zero-warping point (at the center of the
screen, at the center of the thumb-zone). Finally, the WVS technique may be compared
with other techniques which increase effective thumb-zone, such as BezelSpace [84].
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